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Fixings 8/15/14 Month Average 1 Year Moving Average
London AM Gold 1313.60 1303.259 1297.112
London PM Gold 1296.00 1302.955 1298.924
London Silver 1986.00 2003.818 2064.749
London AM Platinum 1460.00 1467.273 1439.038
London PM Platinum 1446.00 1464.364 1439.799
London AM Palladium 885.00 866.727 770.128
London PM Palladium 878.00 865.727 771.300
Handy & Harman Silver 1972.50 1998.318 2068.271
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NY Exchange Trading Open High Low Close Change EFP
COMEX December Gold 1313.40 1311.40 1293.00 1306.20 -9.50 090/110
COMEX September Silver 19.865 19.760 19.510 19.525 -0.381 -150/-50
NYMEX October Platinum 1467.20 1461.00 1446.20 1457.20 -12.00 175/275
NYMEX September Palladium 883.55 896.00 873.40 894.50 8.35 -50/+50  

 

         

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) -1/+1
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) 2/6       

 

                     

Dollar / Yen 102.35 Aus/US 0.9311
Euro / Dollar 1.3388 Dollar/Rand 10.5891

NYMEX Crude 96.93 NYMEX RBOB 2.6942

Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Time)

 
   
    

 
Excellent! 

Given the lack of other stimulus, these precious metals markets do 
some times act fairly well on technical signals.  After being stuck in 
the 1320ish to 1300ish range for close to two months, various lines 
and squiggles indicated to those who cast entrails and peruse tea 
leaves that a break of 1310 and then 1304 should attract an avalanche 
of selling.  Lo and behold!  It actually did!  Those who sold early and 
often were doing their best Hannibal Smith impersonations – firing up 
the victory stogies and proclaiming how they love it when a plan 
comes together.   

 Their opposite numbers, the intrepid bottom-pickers who happily got 
long at 1310 and 1305, got a reprieve from an unlikely source.  News 
reports of Ukraine soldiers engaging Russian regular army troops on 
Ukraine soil turned the market instantly.  Gold had all the grace and 
beauty of a drunken hobo falling down the subway stairs on the way 
down.  The rally right back to where we started didn.t look all that 
much better.  Palladium had a >2.5% range today, yanked around in 
an even more vicious manner off the same scenario with less liquidity 
and just a little less milk of human kindness.   


